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Technology in use: Omnicell WorkflowRx

Print the carousel “level” on each medication label to aid in managing returns.On each
printed label, we include the carousel level that corresponds to the product location.
Therefore, when multiple items need to be returned, we can group them by level and sim-
ply scan them back into the inventory. When returning products, the technician works on
one level at a time, thereby eliminating the need to continuously rotate the carousel dur-
ing the restocking process. This has created a much more efficient process for managing
carousel returns.

Use dynamic routing to the fullest. Whether you use patient-specific cart-fill or simply
refill automated dispensing cabinets on a schedule, dynamic routing, if available in the

carousel’s software package, enables direct picking from either
the carousel or the packager (or any other inventory location)
depending on their respective inventory levels. For example, if
you have adequate stock in your carousel, the software will direct
the picking from this location. If the carousel stock is not adequate
to fulfill a pick, the system will route to the packager automatically.
When we implemented this feature, we were able to decrease our
inventory value by nearly 10%. This enabled us to use inventory that
would have been stagnant in the carousel. It also eliminated the
need to manually direct picking to this location.

Place high-volume items within the same general levels. When
completing your initial set-up, be sure to place all high-volume items
in close proximity. For example, we placed our high-volume items on

levels one through four. Thus, the carousel does not have to rotate far to complete the
majority of the picking. Also, you can sort your pick list by location and work from left to right
across the levels. This has significantly increased our efficiency with high-volume items.
Using Omnicell’s carousel and packager, one pharmacist and one technician can complete
a cart-fill for 180+ patients in 60 to 90 minutes. Prior to implementation, this process took
the same two people eight to 10 hours.
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